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CHARMS ARE FAIREST WHEN THEY'RE HIDDEN
I WANT ALL THE WORLD TO KNOW
KATINKA
I CAN TELL BY THE WAY YOU DANCE, DEAR
SKIDIKISCATCH
I WANT TO MARRY A MALE QUARTETTE
ONE WHO WILL UNDERSTAND
ALLAH'S HOLIDAY (Transposed in F)
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Lyrics by Otto Hauerbach

Music by Rudolf Friml

Allegretto

There, 'neath the shades

of rose-pano-plied walls,

Where moon-eyed maids woo day-dreams' tender
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thralls, There I too learned to play In

Allah's holiday. Ah, might it but last al-

cresc.

way!
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Sounds of silver cym-bal, Tam-bou-rine and tim-bal, Struck by fingers nim-ble
To some sweet lay; Pretty tunes are tink-ling.

Tin-y feet are twink-ling, Breath of rose-heart sprinkling 'Neath cool fountains spray;
Lovely forms are sway-ing, Raven tresses stray-ing,
Every-one obey-ing Young god of May. Flower pet-als

gleam-ing, Gar-lands gay-ly stream-ing, 'Tis but hap-py
dream-ing, Al-lah's hol-i-day. Ah, could it but

last, could it last al-ways!
By the Composer of "TREES"
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